All the Ends of the Earth
Psalm 98

Based on Psalm 98:1, 2–3, 5–6 Ken Canedo

INTRO Steady rock beat (d = ca. 80)

REFRAIN

All the ends of the earth have seen
the saving power of God.

Refrain text © 1969, 1981, 1997, ICEL. All rights reserved. Used with permission.
Music and verses text © 2004, Ken Canedo. Published by OCP. All rights reserved.
1. O sing to the Lord a new song, for
2. The Lord has revealed salvation; his
3. Give praise with a soaring melody; O
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1. He has done wonders deeds. Yes, his right hand
2. Justice prevails on earth. And to the house
3. Sing with the strings and harp. With trumpets and
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VERSES 2-4 to Verses  Final  Fine  1

83—All the Ends of the Earth (3)

1. __ and ho - ly___ arm,___ have won the
2. __ of Is - ra - el___ the Lord be -
3. __ the sound of___ horn,___ ac - claim the

1. vic - to - ry,_______________
2. stows his___ love,_______________
3. King, the___ Lord,_______________
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